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Dialectics of Capitalist Transformations and National Crystallisation: Some Notes on the National Question in India

I

There is a growing concern of late with questions of national and political unity of India even after more than three decades of independence. It suggests that the underlying forces that work to weaken or impede or facilitate the unity of the people within the modern Indian state have not yet been brought under control by those who wield power and manage the affairs of the state. A wide range of problems associated with the different nationality groups in India have come to the fore. These range from: first, there are conflicts involving the tribal formations, religions communities, caste groups, sons-of-the-soil movements, etc. obstructing the unification of the people within the major national or cultural linguistic groups through the development of secular national cultures; then there are the questions of mutual relations between the different nationalities themselves; and finally there are the issues concerning the relations of some of these national groups — the constituent states of India — on the one hand and the Central state authority on the other. The totality of these together constitute the national problem or question that confronts us in India today.

It is obvious that the manifest form of the problem now is different from the one in the 1950's and the early sixties at the time of the struggle for linguistic states and that itself was very different from the one before independence when the growth and the political and cultural assertion of different nationalities got entwined with the communal problem leading to the partition of the country. It is therefore important to ask: what makes for this heterogeneity of forms and their concrete manifestations in the different phases of the evolution of the national question in India? And, what keeps alive, in its varied forms, the problem even today? In seeking to answer these questions it is also necessary to ask: Is it possible to provide explanations to these questions in terms of a unified set of factors...
or factor that have shaped the growth of modern India. The argument here assumes that it is both possible substantively as well as necessary methodologically to integrate the analysis of the national question with the large-scale socio-economic transformations through the development of capitalism in India.

The development of capitalism and the many sided transformations brought about by it have been the key factor in the emergence of national awareness and national movements; as in much else. The subsequent differences in the levels of crystallisation of people with the different national compositions as between Maharashtrians and Punjabis or Tamils and Oriyas, etc., has also been conditioned by the consequences of the capitalist transformation. In this respect the problem in India, as in the rest of the third world, shares a major historical dimension with Europe. This assertion that some of the main relationships that became determinative in Europe, or more specifically in Western Europe, are of a general type is more than a hypothesis but less than an axiomatic truth. This is so because what seems inconceivable is the repetition of the patterns and stages in the crystallisation of national entities. The historical basis for such a variation in the patterns and stages is rooted in the radically different social and political consequences of capitalism today than what they were at that time in Europe.

Hence capitalism as a generic form but the radically different and varied social and political consequences of its development under different historical conditions becomes the basis of investigation in the determination of the specific national problems confronting the various multi-national states in the third world today. In more concrete terms, a capitalism in retreat as in Europe today or in a situation of historic compromise with pre-capitalist social forces and economic relationships for its political survival as in the third world now becomes in its essence a divisive force. In this respect, capitalism today is quite unlike, especially in the third world, the growing capitalism in the period of the genesis and consolidation of European national states.
It could then relentlessly break down all barriers to its expansion and amalgamate people into new social units within, what provided the market for its consolidation, the emerging nation-states. Today in the situation of post-colonial imperialist domination, like in the colonial phase earlier, capitalism in the third world is no longer capable of totally destroying the pre-capitalist forms and therefore incapable of creating new social units on its terms. Instead, while it partially undermines the pre-capitalist forms and relationships it compromises with the forces represented by them, consequently its historical significance as a revolutionising force is lost for the third world.

The assumption of capitalist development and its altered socio-political consequences as the main determinants puts the problem in perspective. As far as the continuing evolution and the varied manifesting of the national question in India is concerned, the historical context and content of the capitalist transformation in India today is radically different from what it was both in western Europe at the time of growing capitalism or in Central or Eastern Europe when it had entered into a stage of intense imperialist rivalries. If with time the bourgeoisie in the central European states achieved social hegemony via fascism, the past European states came under socialist systems and thus, in both, the national question got sorted out either through the re-drawing of boundaries or by the success of the struggle against oppression and exploitation. A number of possibilities latent in the situation got frozen or lost; perhaps, for the good of people. Patterns, tendencies, and possibilities cannot be the same in India where capitalism however crisis-ridden, moribund and reactionary in its character, continues to expand and grow. But its historical expansion and growth has been characterised by a specific retardation: failure to establish its sway over productive economy and society has forced it to accommodate landlordism with all its pre-capitalist ideologies and pre-modern outlook. In spite of its crisis-ridden nature capitalism in India today has displayed, with the backing of landlords and a united imperialist camp, greater surviving capacity than in eastern Europe and has been able to push back revolutionary forces.
from becoming strong enough to capture state power. And it is this more than anything else that keeps the national question alive in multi-national countries like India where the formation and development of people with different national compositions and make-up remains incomplete.

Moreover, the capitalist growth in India has throughout shown a strong tendency towards self-perpetuating unevenness both region-wise and community-wise. Although capitalist growth everywhere is always uneven this creates serious problems in multi-national states when it coincides with nationally demarcated regions or contiguous areas within such regions where population composition is different like, for example, the tribal belts. This pattern of development has been taking place when people inhabiting these region have been at different levels of linguistic and cultural development; in other words, at different stages of national-identity formulation. Such a process of capitalist transformation also gives rise to differentiation of such national groups from the larger nationalities of which they form unstable parts. The overall tendency of a divisive capitalism is more towards differentiation and separate crystallisation than towards assimilation, as was the case with growing capitalism in western Europe.

In such a perspective, the relevance of the national question is not only obvious but also poses an issue of some theoretical importance. Questions of definitions and distinctions of terms like "nations" or "nationalities" or their interrelations are no longer relevant for understanding the emerging national movements. This is so because, unlike the historical model of development as in western Europe, "nationality" or a well-developed cultural-linguistic community is no longer a necessary ground of transition to the emergence of national awareness and movements and the eventual crystallisation as national states. It was so then because capitalism grew, as Marx remarked, out of the womb of the old society. The future was conceived when the past had realised its potential. In a situation of imposed capitalism and its retarded development under colonial patronage this could not be so. The grounds of
transition to national movements later were provided by people at different levels of linguistic-cultural developments and social formation. In the course of developments in countries like India, even the Bengal-Mahrashtra-Tamil Nadu pattern could not be gone through by many other national groups when national movements arose among such people after their capitalist incorporation. The basis of future national movements in case of these people were not well-formed linguistic-communities with distinct literary traditions as it was in western Europe. Therefore the earlier model of transition to national movement and crystallisation is inadequate as an analytical aid. This inadequacy is also due to the fact that terms like nations, nationalities or even ethno-linguistic communities can no longer refer to distinct stages in the development of national identity of people in terms of which one could specify that national awakening arises only at this stage and not at that; such perhaps was the case in western Europe. The process today gives an indeterminacy to the transitional forms as well as to certain historical concepts like nations and nationalities in relation to the understanding of the origin and development of the national movements in the multi-national context like those of India. What, therefore, is more important today is to specify the condition which make possible the rise of national awakening and the demands such movements may generate, including the one for statehood.

With the above, providing a perspective as well as a point of departure, I will, first, briefly examine the terms of debate at Lenin's time with their connotation for the present. I consider this debate to be as relevant today as ever before; furthermore, it seems to me, that it contains all the class and national cues that one needs to understand the problem. Secondly, I will go into a few specifics of Indian history that are relevant for the issue under discussion, and in terms of these will look at a few aspects of the debate among Indian Marxists — aspects that have a methodological relevance for analysis. Thirdly, as background for my own analysis, I will highlight certain aspects of the capitalist developments in India that seem to me relevant...
for the national question. And finally, I will consider a few sets of problems that I consider as the more important dimensions of the question in India.

II

The national question emerged as a problematic not just with reference to problems of revolution in the Tsarist Russian Empire but as much in the polemics Lenin had with leaders of European social democracy. Within a wide range of divergent opinions then current, two positions which became the central points of debate and critical attack by Lenin were those of Rosa Luxemburg on the one hand and the Austrian Social Democrats on the other. They opposed the right to self-determination on the ground that it goes counter to the historical tendency of capitalism which, as they argued, unifies larger and larger territories. They therefore treated self-determination as regressive and something that legitimises "national separation". Instead they pleaded for "territorial autonomy" and "national cultural autonomy" respectively as providing a better basis to reconcile the historical needs of the revolutionary movement and the demands for political democracy.²

Lenin, starting from the same position of proletarian revolution and internationalism, made the right of self-determination understood as the right to secede, the fundamental postulate of his position. He and Stalin realised more clearly than anybody else the close dialectical relationship between the revolutionary struggle for socialism and political democracy. National self-determination, after all, being a demand of political democracy becomes, in the course of struggle for social revolution, a weapon in the hands of proletariat to forge internationalism. Being themselves on Marx's assertion that "no nation can be free that oppresses other nations", Lenin exhorted the proletariat of "dominant" nations to recognize and support the demand of "oppressed" nations to be free.³ This was, as he emphasised, the only way to achieve a voluntary union of the working people of different nations under common revolutionary parties.⁴ There was, otherwise, as he repeatedly pointed
out, the danger of the mistrust and hostility of the working people of oppressed nations towards the oppressor nation being used by the bourgeoisie of those nations in their fight for "national privilege". Toward that end the bourgeoisie tries to involve the masses belonging to peasantry and working people in narrow-minded and chauvinistic nationalism. There is no other way, according to Lenin, to foil the appeal of bourgeois nationalism than to fight against all national privileges and for the "complete equality of all nations and languages". Complete equality for the oppressed nation involves, by its very logic, the right to secede and be free to determine their own destiny. Hence the importance of the slogan of self-determination for nations.

Looking at this perspective of the close interconnection between the revolutionary struggle of the proletariat and political democracy the thrust was clear; it was, in its essence, first, the democratization of the national question and, secondly, its use as a weapon in the revolutionary struggle. It is, therefore, important to note that in Lenin's view the "task is largely a negative one. But this is the limit the proletariat can go to in supporting nationalism, for beyond that begins the "positive" activity of the bourgeoisie striving to fortify nationalism". He adds, "to go beyond these strictly limited and definite historical limits in helping bourgeois nationalism means betraying the proletariat and siding with the bourgeoisie."

It is therefore important to differentiate, as Lenin always stressed, between the right of self-determination which is absolute and the demand for secession which cannot be so. Quite apart from the necessity of resisting all bourgeois nationalistic influences while supporting the struggle for national liberation so as to preserve the unity of the proletarian class struggle for socialism, there is also the need to consider the demand for secession on a world scale. If it were to cause major wars on an international scale, i.e. to place the interest of a small number of people at the cost of hundreds of millions of people who suffer from war, then it would be the worst kind of narrow-minded nationalism. It cannot ignore the correlations of world forces.
the scherings of imperialists and the risks of major wars. The proletarian movement is thus confined to the negative demand of the right of self-determination, "without giving guarantees to any nation, and without undertaking to give anything at the expense of any other nation". These were some of the basic considerations that guided Lenin and the leaders of the proletarian movement then and they still are taken to be valid by the Marxists as theoretical guidelines. But to avoid a priorism it is imperative to specify the present in its distinctiveness from the past.

One of the most striking features of the period then was the annexation and subjugation of various big and small nations and nationality groups within the multi-national states of Central and Eastern Europe including Tsarist Russia. These empires were characterised by a central nation which had militarily kept under control a number of outlying nationalities (also referred to by Lenin due to their geographical locations as border-line nations). Extreme economic exploitation and cultural-linguistic oppression, as well as religious persecution, was the general practice. In the capitalist transformation under way then, these nationally distinct regions had been converted into internal colonies. This colonisation, as distinct from, but not dissimilar to the formal colonies, was a central feature of these multi-national states which gave rise to the characterisation of nations as oppressor/dominant and oppressed. Beyond the forced annexation and control and capitalist economic exploitation there were no bonds of unity between these different national groups — cultural or political. The relationship of the coloniser and the colonised also forestalled any slow cultural assimilation of people over time. Around the time of rapid development of capitalism within these relatively backward multi-national states, there took place the awakening of national life and national movements. The historical thrust was primarily a struggle against national oppression and for equality and this took the form of an urge for the creation of national states. This "awakening of masses", as Lenin notes, "from feudal lethargy and their struggle against all national oppression, for the sovereignty of the people, of the nations are progressive".
As an aside, it will be useful to take note of two interesting points that are implied in Lenin's discussion of the problem. First, the internationalism that was being talked about was not just an inter-state problem as it is generally conceived now but also an intra-state phenomenon; i.e., representing the unity and solidarity of the working masses of different national groups within a state system as well — Austro-Hungarian Empire, Tsarist Russian Empire, etc. Secondly, it is also important to note that the national question as a problematic has little to do, as far as Lenin is concerned, with the controversy about the when and how of the origin of nations or the exact criteria that should define a nation or, with what differentiates a nation from nationality. It referred primarily to that situation and the set of problem that the situation threw up wherein people of different "national composition" awakened at a certain stage in their historical development and struggled for liberation including statehood. Hence the close equation between the awakening of distinct identities and demand for statehood in the conceptualisation of the national question.

To come back to the main point, another striking feature of the age when the debate on this problem took place was the ripening of the inter-imperialist rivalries which had reached a bursting point. The relatively backward multinational states still struggling to develop capitalism were fully drawn into these imperialist rivalries. The efforts of the imperialist diplomacy and manoeuvres of mature capitalist states was to win over the ruling classes among the national groups in these states so as to re-draw the boundaries of these states in their favour. In this they had, as potential allies, the bourgeoisie of different oppressed nations within these backward multi-national state. Re-drawing of maps and major alterations in boundaries being very much on the agenda, secession and the demand for it was the accepted norm of the international behaviour as is evident from the Balkan wars of 1912 or the First World War (1914-18) which was followed by the treaty of Versailles. Such a demand could threaten peace then in many instances, which, in any case, remained threatened for more deeper reasons.
when we look at the post-second-world-war world where the rivalries between advanced capitalist states have stabilised into a relatively unified world imperialist camp confronted by a section of socialist states as a bloc under USSR, things are not quite the same. The age we live in has "sanctified", under the United Nations Charter, even the boundaries that are considered to be most artificial. So the question of re-drawing boundaries of states or even drastic alteration are extremely difficult to realise notwithstanding Bangla del in 1971. Even the slightest moves towards secession invite big power interventions and create serious suspicion among the confronting blocs. These threaten international peace and have made the questions of the viability in terms of size and resources extraneous as well as irrelevant. Moreover, secession today is not possible without a civil war - a perfectly legitimate weapon in special cases - but then, one does not demand a right to wage civil war, when one has to, one just wages it. In the light of these compulsions we should seriously ponder and attempt a new assessed of the range of possibilities within which self-determination can be concretised. The attempt, while being careful, has to ensure that the spirit of the principle is kept alive; quite in the way that Lenin did with Marx. It provides for us today a more enduring basis than any other on which to struggle for the equality of all distinct national groups. The urgency of such a struggle is obvious to all democrats in face of a large number of multi-national states in the third world where distortions and unevenness of capitalist development pose with renewed vigour problems of political unity. After all, the enunciation of the principle was a definite historical way of approaching the problem of oppression of nations within multi-national states and the colonial empires. Furthermore, it was a specific way of giving a concrete form to the universal value of the complete equality of people and of nations and nationality groups. The value is still as valid today as ever before.
In a nutshell the concrete meaning of the principle of self-determination was determined by the presence of two historical conditions: the oppressor-oppressed relationship among nations within the multi-national states of central and Eastern Europe and, secondly, the prevailing colonial situation. Specifically, in the context of colonies self-determination understood as the right to political separation was the only possible meaning because the independence of colonies (states and nations) was incoherent without "secession" from the colonial empires. The political independence of colonies in the post-second-world-war period brings to completion the phase of the colonial question, with that one important dimension of the struggle for political democracy, in a way, in over. Similarly with the re-drawing of boundaries in central and eastern Europe and the successful October revolution in Russia brought to an end, in a significant qualitative sense, the issues agitating then.

After this, the national question in India and the greater part of the third world is no longer a part of the colonial question but there remains the national question with a different historical connotation. India no longer comes under any of the three categories of nations in terms of which Lenin analysed the types of nations for an understanding of this question. The remaining problem whether India or any of the other third world states are characterised by the oppressor-oppressed relationships or if any other type of oppression of nations exists wherever there are multi-national states is a matter of empirical determination and cannot be settled in an a priori manner. At least in the Indian case, all data indicate that neither before nor after independence the situation was anyway near that of oppressor-oppressed relationship among national groups. If this is so then the essence of the problem can no longer be conceived in terms of the right of self-determination but a consistent struggle to achieve equality for all national-linguistic groups as well as right of national-minorities and against all forms of national oppression and discrimination. Given extreme inequality, as will be discussed later, between nationally demarcated regions and people the essence of the national question -
complete equality of all national groups — is still present and therefore the struggle against such forms is a part of the fight for political democracy. What is, therefore, needed is, first, a different conceptualisation of the problem and the consequent tasks for the forces representing the people; and secondly, a careful empirical delineation of the emerging facets of the national question in face of the widespread development of capitalism. The retarded character of capitalist transformation underway in India with its tendency to aggravate pre-capitalist divisions and to make use of them, however, complicates the problem. Any major change in the situation like the rapid advance of revolutionary forces or successful revolution radically alters the possibilities. Contrariwise, the capacity of the crisis-ridden capitalism to survive for any considerable period of time not only keeps the problem alive but makes it indeterminate in terms of the historical models of development of the national question.

Assuming the persistence of capitalism for sometime, in the specific context of India, then it may be useful to recall Lenin, without, of course, reviving the ghost of Rosa Luxemburg:

"...it is not difficult to see why, from a social democratic point of view, the right to "self-determination" means neither federation nor autonomy (although, speaking in the abstract, both come under the category of self-determination)... As far as autonomy is concerned, Marxists defend, not the right to autonomy, but autonomy itself, as a general universal principle of a democratic state with a mixed national composition, and a great variety of geographical and other conditions."¹⁵

The argument above, given the assumption of Marxists that the formation of independent national states is the tendency in all bourgeois-democratic revolutions, has important bearings for the Indian state with its multiplicity of "National compositions" and a "great variety of geographical and other conditions" and where the bourgeois-democratic revolution while underway in however an erratic manner, is far from nearing completion. Marxists even doubt if it can at all reach completion in this "epoch of imperialism" under the leadership of the bourgeoisie. Nevertheless, capitalist development goes on.
As it proceeds, it affects more and more areas and people, hitherto untouched or only marginally affected, into the laws of the notion of capital. These will have, needless to say, profound consequences on the further development of the national question in India. Before taking this aspect for analysis, another point of comparative difference with central and eastern Europe, particularly Fascist Russia, needs to be highlighted to situate the problem in its historical perspective.

III

Certain aspects of the manner in which the present Indian state seeks to encompass certain nations, nationalities, and ethno-linguistic groups in, use a legal term, sovereign unity seen to be of considerable importance in understanding the way the national problem in India emerged around the time of independence as well as how it has been evolving ever since, and how it continues to be salient even today. This inevitably forces us to consider certain aspects from periods of our history much before the British came and began the transformation of Indian society in a definite capitalist direction.

In sharp contrast to the empire-states of central and eastern Europe, much before the emergence of any centralised state in India a consciousness of India as a society had emerged. This remained a fact for centuries before the British came. Largely through Brahmins with Sanskrit as the lingua franca, a certain amount of civilizational unity, as distinct from political, as manifested in philosophical pre-suppositions and core religious notions of Hinduism, emerged. This was different from the notion of Christendom as it was also supplemented by the spread of the same principles and organisational forms of the social structure within a geographical entity. The Varna philosophy and the ideology of the caste system, in spite of all the regional and local variations, provided a basis of fundamental social unity as well. It is important to emphasize that this unity was not limited just to the formally educated literati or the other dominant classes. It created a common
reference world and a system of meanings in terms of which the exploited and illiterate masses could be drawn not only into the world of Hinduism but could also relate spontaneously to the world of secular activities. Its expiatory character or the function of maintaining a given type of class dominance does not detract from its historical significance. But this notion of unity — civilizational — does not, in any way, imply that there existed anything like an Indian nation as claimed by revivalists or Hindu fanatics today. The presence of such a civilizational unity does not anywhere automatically get translated into a sense of political community or political unity. It may only strengthen and reinforce or give a certain content to nationalism later when historical conditions emerge and give rise to such a phenomenon. Nationalism or the national movements are never primarily a socio-cultural phenomenon but can be secondary forces in conjunction with the politico-economic factors when these emerge. Within these historical limitations of the unity being talked about the spread was almost coterminal with the geographical entity called India; except for certain bordering belts like North-East India and certain pockets within which remained largely tribal in organisation and largely outside the pale of Hinduism. It was into this preexisting unity that innumerable migrations largely from the north-western frontier took place. All such migrations got, with time, assimilated into Hinduism. The overall pattern was the same till the Muslims came in large number beginning from the eleventh century.

Muslims were the first outside people into India who could not be assimilated at all by the Hindus. The reverse of it is also largely true. India is one of the very few places where the Muslims after the conquest and the establishment of their rule could not convert the entire indigenous religious communities to Islam. (May be this had to do, to hazard a guess, with the clash of two highly developed religions which was hitherto not so with both. Both Islam and Hinduism had hitherto encountered pagan or semi-pagan people vis-a-vis when conversion or assimilation works relatively easier. When two higher religions historically confront each other, the situation does not lead to a clear victory of one over the other. Islam's experience has been
similar with European Christianity both in Iberian peninsula and Balkans.) Nevertheless, Islam did spread both through coercion and the numerous mystic movements. After a few centuries, if one looks at the pre-partition map of India, one cannot fail to notice that Muslims became an overwhelming majority only in certain belts of north-western India, which by the time the British came had grown into distinct ethno-linguistic belts. Further to the east of these region, in Punjab and in a portion of eastern India, Bengal, they acquire a majority without an overwhelming advantage. In the rest of the country they did not constitute anywhere much more than twenty per cent of the population with Kerala and Assam having very large minority components. Such a pattern of development had a profound impact on the evolution of the national question with the distorted development of capitalism under colonial patronage. It also created considerable confusion among the Indian communists in drawing up a clear-cut national programme in the face of the growth of Muslim "separatism" and the demand for Pakistan.

Another factor, and in any assessment of considerable significance, although it is difficult to specify its salience, has to do with the kind of social movements that emerged in India. In my view, it is difficult to argue India ever had a renaissance; before or after the British. 16 What we had were movements which are more comparable, to the protestant movement in Europe. Before the British came, during the Mughal period with the growth of money-commodity relations, there was a proliferation of mystical cults and movements; both among the Muslims and Hindus. Yet, lacking a sufficiently strong social base to thrive on, most of these, in course of time, got ossified into new orthodoxies like Mahadivism among Muslims, Vaishnavism in Bengal, etc., or they developed into separate religions like Sikhism; or, else, they were scantkritized and taken over by the rulers. These movements together with another wave of religious social reform movements in 19th century, which had different impacts on various religious communities in different regions, made modern social awareness religiously oriented. In the absence of a "renaissance" there were few modernising, secularising influences in the shape of social or political movements till we near the 20th century.
But the significance of the bhakti movements lies in another direction. By speaking to ordinary people — artisans and peasants whom the brahmins shunned except for ritualistic purposes — in their own languages, and preaching social reform even if in a religious idiom, they represented a progressive trend. Moreover, and this is most important, by the fact of making the use of regional languages extensive they gave a spur to the development of these languages and consequently also to the consolidation of ethno-linguistic communities. Stretching over a century or so after this, the development of ethno-linguistic communities has been noted and recorded by certain scholars. But what is of interest to us here is the fact that this development has given rise to a controversy on the emergence of national question in India. The most prominent writer on the national question in India, W. S. Narasimha, is of the opinion that the nation (and the national culture) emerged at this particular time. This has been strongly refuted by certain others like Irfan Habib.

On an examination of the basis of their arguments it seems to me that the evidence is far from clear. In principle, the evidence in an abstracted form is amenable to alternative explanations. In a way, pulled in different directions, it can support both the arguments without being able to establish either. It, therefore, seems to me that the conclusions are hasty and the problem needs, first, a more clear grasp of the concepts being employed and, secondly, a lot more empirical work for validation one way or the other. Moreover there is some amount of arbitrariness and eurocentrism in the way concepts have been employed.

This however is not the main point. The dispute between them concerns the question of the emergence of nations and/or nationalities and, further, in the case of Irfan Habib and some others, what constitutes or differentiates a nation from a nationality. This is at the root of the confusion. The problematic, from the Marxist point of view, as I have understood it, is the national question as a specific phenomenon and not the emergence of nations, nationalities, or ethno-linguistic communities — terms on the significance of which Marxists, incidentally, are not yet in clear agreement.
At this point, it seems to be important to identify the basis of the conceptual confusion so as to better grasp the problem in all its historical complexities. I would attempt this, being fully aware that no amount of conceptual analysis in itself can lead to the knowledge of social reality. Even then conceptual confusion and misapplication of terms can hinder understanding. It is therefore useful to be clear, to the extent possible, about the scope, precise applicability and appropriateness of concepts. While doing so, it is also necessary to guard against the trap of the so-called defining-one's-concept clearly exercise. The trap leads to a nominalist fallacy and nominalism is alien to Marxist methodology. The point is to use concepts in a way that they reflect the reality which is sought to be comprehended.

It may be useful to recall at this point that Lenin in his numerous writings on the national question, most of which have been cited earlier, nowhere poses the question concerning the origin of nations and nationalities or bothers about the differences between these terms. It would be useful to remind oneself that he was basically concerned about grasp—logic of historical forces behind the emergence of national movements and the consequent tasks of the revolutionary forces. The historical salience of the problem for Lenin lies in the fact that the "principle of nationality is historically in bourgeois society and taking this into due account, the Marxist fully recognises the historical legitimacy of national movements." 21 It would also be pertinent in this connection to highlight that while trying to grasp this logic he takes recourse to a multiplicity of terms in a more or less synonymous manner. Terms like "nation", "nationality", "national population", "national group", "national features", "national distinctions", "national composition", "nationally distinct", "national make-up", etc. have been used in an interchangeable way in the course of building arguments during the polemics he had with the leading spokesmen of European social democracy.
what seems clear from his writings is that the ground for national movement to emerge is provided by the contiguous presence of people with a distinct identity that is more or less "national". The degree or extent of development of various characteristics and their crystallization seems to be of secondary importance; in fact, these are never talked about by Lenin. It is plausible to argue here that Lenin does so because the capitalist incorporation and penetration and the consequent transformation of different social formations in different parts of the world took place in the context of extreme uneven levels of development of antecedent societies. Some had advanced to very high levels of money-commodity relations whereas many others were still at the stage of primitive social segmentation. This was so not just across countries but even within a country; there were regions which were highly developed while others had not moved out of tribal formations. Capitalist transformation of all these areas began more or less around the time of their colonial conquest and forced incorporation into the economies of metropolitan capitalism. The extraction of resources from these areas and the destruction of indigenous economies was of prime importance in the primitive accumulation of capital for the development of metropolitan capitalism but simultaneously led to a massive distortion of the capitalist transformation of these colonized societies. In view of such a development Lenin could therefore assert categorically that "we cannot say whether Asia will have had time to develop into a system of independent national states like Europe, before the collapse of capitalism, but it remains an undisputed fact that capitalism having awakened Asia, has called forth national movements everywhere in that continent, too, that the tendency of these movements is towards the creation of national states in Asia, ..."22 But, he points out, "theoretically, you cannot say in advance whether the bourgeois-democratic revolution will end in a given nation seceding from another nation, or in its equality with the latter, ..."23 It is the indeterminacy introduced by the late beginning of capitalism under colonial patronage and its continuation in the era of imperialism that makes Lenin say that "... the working class should be the last to make a fetish of the national question, since the development of
capitalist does not necessarily awaken all nations to independent life. But
to brush aside the mass national movements once they have started, and to
refuse to support what is progressive in them means, in effect, pondering to
nationalistic prejudices, that is, recognising "one's own nation" as a model
nation..."24 Yet, "in the leap which all nations have made in the period of
bourgeois revolutions clashes and struggles over the right to a national state
are possible and probable."25

There are a few implicit suggestions in what Lenin discerns in the
situation that need highlighting. They have a particular relevance for any
scientific analysis of national movements in countries like ours. What is
obvious, first, is that the model of national crystallisation that emerged
in the phase of early progressive capitalism does not generally get repeated
later. In other words, tendencies that are inherent may not fructify. It is
therefore necessary to be cautious in equating tendencies with necessary
features. Otherwise, serious errors in understanding may crop up. Secondly,
the future basis of transition of a people to a national movement can no
longer be the same empirical configurations as were witnessed in western
Europe; alternatively, levels of development from where people take off toward
national awareness have changed with the change in the pattern of capitalist
development. Thirdly, and this may be of importance, there can no longer be
a model of a nation/nationality in the evaluation of a national movement. If
"one's own nation" cannot be a "model" then it logically follows that no one
nation can be taken as a model. It further follows from this that one cannot
define it once and for all for definitions imply a model. This however does
not imply that historical categories cannot have core meanings. Around these
core meanings many characteristics get attached or detached depending upon how
possibilities in a situation get materialised. Following from the above,
almost as a corollary, is the fourth point: historical categories with easy
applicability in the phase of expansive capitalism born out of indigenous
forces in society may no longer have exact correspondence to the situation
born out of retarded and distorted forms of capitalist development in Asian-
African countries in the colonial and imperialist phases. To remain bound to
the historically determined meaning of these terms is to miss the essence of
the historical process now underway. One must therefore accept a certain
ambiguity of meanings of the terms and the indeterminacy of the process as
necessary to analysis. It is neither easy to predict the shape and extent of
capitalist transformations nor the time of revolutionary success and till such
time, capitalism will continue to grow with unforeseen consequences for the
social formation.

I have a feeling that lack of careful attention to some of these
changed features is at the root of controversy among certain scholars of
ermine on the national question in India. Let us pause here to briefly
examine a few aspects of this controversy — aspects that have become central,
as much of the debate takes off from these premises. The intention here is not
so much the criticism but an effort, however tentative at this stage, to
re-discover the lost theoretical ground.

Take Irfan Habib for instance. He predicated his discussion of the
question on a sharp distinction between a nation and a nationality. By
treating what to Lenin is only a tendency as a necessary feature for all times,
he argued to the effect that a nation has to have a sovereign state or else it
needs to be classified as a nationality. A nationality to him is one where the
"urge for a separate sovereign state is either (a) not fulfilled, or (b) is
moderated". Accordingly he says, "such people are usually termed
'nationalities', not nations, in Marxist usage". Moreover, the nationality
itself to him is a bourgeois phenomenon as is clear when he says: "there was no
basis for the emergence of nationalities before the British conquests, because
there was no trace of any emergent bourgeoisie". It is unclear how these
distinctions are, as Irfan Habib asserts, "Marxist". The basis for such
assertions is the implicit assumption that the consequences of capitalism for
the national question are of a capitalist nature from the moment of capitalism
unidirectional under all historical conditions. This seems to be a variant of
the Luxemburgian error which Lenin so systematically underlined. The
assertions seem to be arbitrary both if one bases oneself on the writings of Lenin or follow the Marxist methodology rigorously. Irfan Habib however uses these uncalled for distinctions for a correct criticism of Ramboodripad.

Ramboodripad without getting drawn into such distinctions takes a position that is equally untenable. In his examination of the national question in Kerala he assumes the prior existence of a "nation" as a necessary condition for the emergence of national awareness and national movements. Basing himself on Stalin's oft-quoted famous definition of nation he meticulously searches out and finds all the characteristics of what Stalin says constitutes a nation. Incidentally, he finds what he discovers for Kerala to be widespread in India at that time: "...folk culture was flowering into national culture in Maharashtra, Bengal and other parts of India." A clear instance of this phenomenon was "the great Shivaji and other national heroes were coming out as champions of a new form of social and state organisation - an organisation based on national language and national culture - although many of them were also national oppressor in relation to nationalities other than their own". And therefore "the process is thus similar to what took place in Europe...." It is intriguing in the face of an overwhelming theoretical consensus among Marxist scholars, that a national movement is an outcome of capitalist development and yet a nation is sought out as existing prior to capitalism. Moreover the assumption is that the pattern of Europe has to repeat itself. It seems to me that such a searched out pattern is, in plain and simple language, an analytical superimposition on a reality that is so different. It is difficult to accept this contention of Ramboodripad in face of the world-wide evidence so meticulously used by Lenin in his arguments. There is also no methodological basis in terms of which such a contention becomes tenable nor any kind of evidence that can clearly establish a case. In the absence of the development of capitalism, a community displaying characteristics that are more or less "national" and providing the future basis of a movement could have existed. But it is doubtful if one could talk of national
question as a problematic at that time if, as Lenin says, as quoted above, the "leap" is made at the time of bourgeois revolutions.

When the crux of the matter, is capitalist transformation then, as an aside, it is useful to note here that even if the potentiality of capitalist development existed before the incorporation of India into British colonial empire no one has so far shown that capitalism had started growing in India. The controversy is only about its possibility and not about its actual beginnings. One can, therefore, legitimately talk of the national question in India only after the transformations subsequent to colonial conquest.

Now when we are caught up in the problem I think it futile and misleading to get lost around the definitions of concepts and terms and a search for their equivalents in the social phenomenon. It is very useful and relevant here to recall Engels warning that we will never find any "fixed, cut-to-measure, once-and-for-all applicable definitions in Marx's works". He immediately adds what is very important for us here that "It is self-evident that where things and their inter-relations are conceived, not as fixed, but as changing, their mental images, the ideas, are likewise subject to change and transformation, and they are not encapsulated in rigid definitions, but are developed in their historical or logical process of formulation". Lenin similarly uses terms, in the correct Marxist way, to locate the unity of concepts and phenomena that is ever-changing and therefore we cannot find in his use of concepts and terms any cut and dried meanings. In the way he employs them, terms and concepts change their meanings to mirror the changing phenomena and their ever-changing inter-relations. For our context this is revealed in a significant sentence where Lenin says: "It is autonomy that enables a notion forcibly retained within the boundaries of a given state to crystallise into a nation". The notion here is, significantly, both prior to as well as the result of the process of crystallisation.

Attention to this, and such other, extremely useful nuances in Lenin following the novel use of terms in Marx would not have led to an escalation
of this unnecessary controversy. Unnecessary because it has not added in any way to our scientific understanding of the problem. If at all, it has led to an emphasis on inconsequential issues and a neglect of vital historical processes underway. Due to this, the issue has become, from a theoretical viewpoint, bereft of any relation with the social reality. To put this in a concrete way, the actual treatment of the national movements, which, in many instances, is extremely incisive, has no necessary relation with the initial terms that are employed and defined. Let us take another concrete case of analysis.

Parth Chatterjee, in an otherwise insightful piece of analysis on Bengal, proceeds to build up his argument, like Irfan Habib, in terms of Eurocentric pre-suppositions. Nation he takes to be—"I think, rightly— a phenomenon of the capitalist era. It is an outcome, according to him, of homogenisation, in terms of economic imperatives, of a pre-existing "cultural community" in a state formation by the bourgeoisie." But he finds a good many of the characteristics assigned generally to a nation existing within these cultural communities. He therefore calls such a community "already possessing a distinct and common cultural identity in the pre-capitalist era, a nationality." The complete divergence, in his position and the one Irfan Habib takes, is clear and is indicative of the confusion in the way terms have been employed. But this is not the most important aspect for analysis, from this he is forced into an anomalous position when he asserts that characteristics assigned to "nation" should actually belong to "nationality." Accordingly, he argues that Stalin assigns to nation the "characteristics which should properly apply only to the "nationality." He further observes that these law him (Stalin) "in all sorts of conceptual difficulties when discussing the national question in Eastern Europe." It is true that it was Stalin, unlike Lenin or anyone of those in the debates with him, who went in for a detailed elaboration of the characteristics of nation and gave a "once and for all" definition as well as distinguished it from nationality. But what is not clear is how the conceptual difficulties, correctly identified, could be avoided if the
characteristics found to inhere in one are transferred to the other concept in a sort of radical chaos of concepts.

Such a conceptual muddle hinders the process of understanding. There are no methodological criteria to decide one way or another. In the absence of any criteria, amorphous evidence from history can be, as pointed out earlier, used to support many such positions but does not establish any; it just cannot.

It seems to me important to stress here that in making sharp logical distinctions between vague historical categories and then freezing the concepts of all the openings for phenomenal attributes to enter in as meanings in the framework of dialectical understanding one commits more than a mere epistemic error. One also takes up, surreptitiously, an ontological position. One does so by viewing social reality as rigid and closed, whereas motion and flux are taken to be axiomatic in Marxist dialectics. Moreover, hypothesis also possibly occurs; one begins to move from concepts to reality and not vice-versa.

To come back to our problem, the precise determination is provided by the very nature of the incorporation of different parts of the world into the world capitalist system, first, through colonialism and later, more profoundly, due to imperialism. It is determination in the sense of the stage from which crystallisation towards nations-nationalities begins where these are not prior to, but remain integral to, in their formation, the national movement. To clarify: the initial awakenings and the subsequent heightening of these and the emergence of movements took place in states and societies which were not only, in many cases, of diverse social-national compositions but also at different levels of identity formation from a "national" angle. It was in this situation that ill-defined groups having distinct but unstable national features were thrown into a historical flux (not of their own making) of which national awareness and national movements manifesting a variety of hitherto unknown forms were a part. In a great many cases in the third world such national movements themselves became instrumental in welding these people into crystallised national groups. Capitalism in the third/societies having as yet
such a flexible, open attitude is a dialectical necessity if we want to scientifically grasp the extreme complexity and ever new forms in which the national question in the new nations is manifesting itself. Stalin's theoretical position that "it is sufficient for a single one of these characteristics to be lacking and the nation ceases to be a nation" or its reverse "It is only when all these characteristics are present together that we have a nation" has led to unnecessarily rigid schematization which makes the dialectical handling of complex situations extremely difficult. Moreover, it is this that leads to conceptual difficulties and not, I feel, the attribution of characteristics that belong to "nationality" to "nation" as suggested by Partha Chatterjee. Having said all this, the central point about Stalin's definition that modern nations cannot be defined in terms of culture or such other related criteria, taken singly remains valid. From the valid assertion of equating it with capitalism to closing the terms and then treating the category of nation as something prior and necessary for a national movement to arise seems unwarranted.

To sum up the point, I would suggest, at the risk of raising a serious controversy, that this confusion is largely due to an exclusive reliance on the writings of Stalin. Stalin asserts, on repeated occasions, that the nation emerges at a definite period - "the process of elimination of feudalism and development of capitalism is at the same time a process of the constitution of people into nations," or, "Modern nations are the product of a definite epoch - the epoch of rising capitalism." In clear contrast Lenin equates the same period with the rise of, as distinct from nation, national movements - "throughout the world, the period of the first victory of capitalism over feudalism has been linked up with national movements." Or, "Developing capitalism knows two historical tendencies in the national question. The first is the awakening of national life and national movements, the struggle against all national oppression, and the creation of national states ...." The difference as revealed in the choice of terms used like emergence of "nations" in the case of
stalin and the awakening of "national life" and "national movements" as Lenin stressed is subtle but extremely significant with many implications both for understanding and practice. But this will take us towards a different issue so let us cut short the argument; needless to say national movements can arise without there being fully-developed nations so long as some distinct national features, however dormant or unstable otherwise, exist among people in a contiguous region at the time of its incorporation into the networks of a capitalist system. Given the weakness of contemporary third world capitalism, it is immaterial whether such a community of people constituted an ethno-linguistic community, a nationality or a nation. In the dialectics of the movement and struggle then, such a community in itself can be a sufficient cause of a future nation - nation in the sense Stalin employs the term. But the reverse is not necessarily true. There can be nations without a national movement being its necessary concomitant. It is logical to assert here that one can talk of the national question only when national movements have occurred and it is here that the historical evidence is conclusive, there cannot be national movements and consequently the national question before the advent of capitalism. This brings us to the impact of British rule and the development of capitalism in India.

IV

I do not intend here, nor am I equipped for, to trace in any detail the development of capitalism in India. I would confine myself to highlighting only those aspects of the development under the impact of British rule which have a direct bearing on the evolution of national question in India.

At the level of the economy, the nature of its development during the colonial period has had its inevitable implications for the national question in India. The entire period of about 200 years of the colonial regime has been clearly demarcated into several stages largely determined by the laws of development of British capitalism itself.
The more visible indicators of a 'national' awareness appeared only in the early second half of the last century when the import of British industrial capital was yet to be accomplished in a big way. The next half-century saw a full-scale stabilisation of British Capital in India in a few industries along with a faster development of 'social overhead capital' - transport and communication being the core sectors here.

When India entered the 20th century, industries and trade centres had grown largely around the port cities with industrial investments concentrated around Calcutta (jute) and Bombay (cotton textiles). As Bhagat points out, both these centres accounted for a major part of aggregate industrial investments and yet their share in the national income was insignificant, and hence, modern industry was in the nature of an enclave economy. In addition to this, most of the other enterprises were in the nature of extractive industries largely concentrated in eastern India.56 What was equally significant was the development of railways and modern transport which effectively linked up the interior to the port cities,57 facilitating the development of commodity production and exchange relations as well as giving a spurt to the growth of agricultural raw materials, geared to these industries. The subsequent commercialisation of agriculture also laid the basis, as Irfan Habib suggests, for the development of landlord and rich peasant agriculture along with the pauperisation of small proprietors contributing to an increase of landless labourers all over India.58 Railways thus integrated the heterogeneity of different types of production units and economic regions into an "economic interacting system".59 Linked to this, there was an increase in the parasitical pressure on expropriation of agricultural surplus through trade, finance and money-lending capital and this facilitated the accumulation of money in the hands of traders and moneylenders. Agriculture got encapsulated by capitalism without any profound transformation taking place in the forces of production. Pavlov is right when he observes that a symbiotic relationship "between capitalist structures and pre-capitalist ones runs through the sphere of accumulations".60 Even this limited and highly distorted development of modern industry largely followed and hastened the
process of "de-industrialisation" in most regions of India. It was more complete in certain regions than in others with different consequences for the subsequent growth of industrialisation and class formation. The more successful development of indigenous capitalism in western India, as shown by Bagchi, was partly due to this factor and partly it was due to the survival of the Indian merchants involved in large-scale trade. Moreover, as limited industrialisation followed the earlier massive de-industrialisation it resulted in a great increase of pressure on agriculture with widespread repercussions for rents, shares and wages. The impoverishment of agriculture also had implications for the origin of the industrial working class, and, as recounted in details by Gokal Sen, their particular work conditions, social-national composition, wages, etc. In a way, this went a long way in conditioning the response of the working class and peasantry in several key areas of political mobilisation.

Even after the war, under the twin impacts of the weakening of British imperialism (and the fears of loss of Indian market to other imperialist powers) and the growth of powerful mass movement for freedom when industrial capitalism under Indian bourgeoisie expanded much more rapidly, the basic relations already established between agriculture and industry did not change, Bagchi points out that the growth of large-scale industry in eastern and western India did not stimulate the agricultural productivity in these regions. On the other hand, the growth of agricultural productivity and output in certain regions, like Punjab, did not lead to any substantial growth of large-scale industry before independence. Bagchi argues that the colonial economy imposed a "dual disjunction" between the growth of agriculture and the growth of industry inhibiting the possibilities of growth of sub-economies in which the two could stimulate each other. Upto independence, modern industry kept growing both commodity-wise - steel, cement, sugar (refined), paper, vegetable oils, chemicals, etc. and area wise- Delhi, Kanpur, Madras, Madurai, Coimbatore, Ahmedabad, and later to Gwalior, Bhopal and Indore, etc. In this pattern of development, certain areas, which remained completely untouched by modern
industry, were Punjab, Baluchistan, North-west frontier province, Sind, etc. in the north-western border region and East Bengal, as well as certain other interior regions, in spite of the fact that investments in agriculture in some of these areas were higher than in other places and therefore domestic market was better for industrial goods. Among these regions, in all the areas which were either overwhelmingly Muslim or Muslim majority areas modern industry did not grow. Moreover, apart from uneven development in regional terms, the development was very uneven in terms of communities and ethnic groups in developed areas also; e.g. the Muslims and tribals were much less affected by these developments. All this had a deep impact in complicating the movements of people in different nationalities as well as in splitting it up both before and after independence.

From the perspective of the development of national question in India it is also important to note the origin of the Indian capitalist class. The indigenous entrepreneurs in modern industry both before and after World War I came from erstwhile commercial groups who had accumulated capital through trade, finance and money-lending. Shirokov correctly observes that this largely determined the social mentality of the Indian bourgeoisie and forced it to be on the side of "caution and easy profit". As such, it also determined the "sequence of priorities" of this class as and when new opportunities opened. Bagchi further points out that the easy mobility of trading capital between different fields of profitable investment also got translated into a mobility between different regions of India. As an aside, it is also interesting to note that the controllers of large business and industrial houses in Pakistan later as well came from amongst the Memons, Bohras, etc. - the traditional Muslim trading communities who migrated to West Pakistan after partition. These mobile groups of capitalist did not as a class belong to any one national group or, more appropriately, did not treat any demarcated national region for favoured treatment. They moved all over the country wherever opportunities for maximizing the return on investment were easily available. They thus became, in a real sense, a pan-Indian bourgeoisie but without the revolutionising
potentialities of the bourgeoisie as in western Europe at the early phase of the bourgeois-democratic revolution. These new industrial capitalists also kept up their links with agriculture through rent, trade, money-lending, in short, through efforts to control the fiscal apparatus of agriculture.

Development of capitalism under colonialism-imperialism takes its own toll. Economically it makes the sway of capital over society impossible to achieve and socially the pervasive influence of the bourgeois revolution is lost and, therefore, historically the creation of social unity on new modern basis cannot be thought of as the economic basis of what is called "modernisation" is lacking. Toward the end of the colonial era in India, we find that the industrial revolution and the capitalist transformation was far from complete. In the phase after independence, building upon this base, acute regional unevenness in both industrial and agricultural development has come to be a stable feature of Indian economic growth. The states that developed large-scale modern industry have continued to occupy the leading positions in the statewise share of aggregate industrial investment although west Bengal seems to be fast slipping from the ranks of a leading industrialist state and Karnataka and Andhra Pradesh are gaining in relation to Tamil Nadu. On the other hand, the states that have achieved substantial progress in agricultural production and productivity have not had industrialisation on any significant scale. Even the extent of monetisation and commercialisation of agriculture remains fairly uneven among the Indian states today. This is an important determinant of the extent of erosion of pre-capitalist structures of economy and social power in rural society.

The comparative roles of the working class and the peasantry in their response to several important issues and problems have varied widely on many occasions. The 'sons-of-the-soil' argument, for example, has taken on one meaning in Maharashtra under Shiv Sena, a completely different one in Assam, and yet another in Telangana in the recent past. The land question or the agrarian question in general has not been relevant to Shiv Sena but quite relevant to
the recent Assam agitation. The fact that the Akali Dal at times emerged as a major force in Punjab by championing the causes of the Punjabi capitalist landlords and rich peasants along with Sikh religion, is yet another example of a highly extraordinary situation, where demand for cheaper electric power for irrigation pumps, or low input and high output prices went hand in hand with obscurantist slogans. In West Bengal, on the other hand, Aми Bengali ("We Bengalis") has failed to make any impact.

Each situation has been determined by a wide range of factors, including the history of the democratic movement in these regions. But in this history itself, as also in the present day situation as such, the differential nature of the development of the economy of a region has contributed towards the emergence of a relatively distinct sociology of political response, with its necessary connotation for the national question.

The confusing complexity of this mass response has to be kept at the back of the mind in analysing the national problem in India. In imperceptible ways these become a part of everything else that is part of politics in India today. Using this as a backdrop, I will look at a few concrete aspects of the national question in India not in order of their significance but in terms of their closeness to the capitalist transformation experienced by the Indian society.

One of the unintended consequences of the British rule was that capitalism developed first in and around the port-cities and therefore affected those areas more where the population that later crystallized into distinct national groups constituted in each case only a small proportion of the total population of India; it was everywhere less than ten per cent of the total population of the country. It was also a fact that the industrial bourgeoisie in these areas did not belong to or could not become the representative of any of these national groups. Where it was not British it came from the traditional
communities of traders and money-lenders who, in the course of British rule, grew rich while adding new members who sometimes belonged to local populations like landlords. When industry grew and spread, this pattern did not change significantly. They went wherever the rate of return was the highest and never treated any province as their own. They were, from the beginning, the bourgeoisie of an all-India nature. Given these facts, it was historically not possible for a "dominant nation" to emerge in the classical central and East European pattern. The one region - the Hindi belt - with the largest linguistic group comprising about one-third of the total population of the country, suffered from two disabilities. First, the standardisation of language and associated culture among the masses was far from complete as has been the case with many other national languages. Secondly, in terms of modern economic developments, it has remained, as it still is now, relatively backward. Even the bourgeoisie groups who belonged to some areas of the Hindi belt had, and still have, most of their economic investments concentrated in different nationally demarcated regions of India. This, in fact, foreclosed all possibilities of a dominant nation emerging in India. So the multi-nationality that emerged and later crystallised into nations with the formation of linguistic states was of a different type than the one Lenin was confronted with; it was free of the relations of oppressor and oppressed nationalities. The only context of oppression prior to independence was the colonial oppression which was an externally imposed factor and not one of relationships between national groups themselves. With the gaining of independence, the national question in India is on a footing that is entirely of a new kind. It cannot be conceived of as pointed out earlier, as belonging to any of the categories talked of by Lenin. Here was a situation with profound implications for theory. But, then, theory lagged behind actual practice. It was only much later that Marxist scholarship caught up with the situation. Ajit Roy, in the late sixties, for the first time clearly formulated the issue. Later, the major communist Party, CPI(M), broke off the tradition and, while recognising this fact, dropped the right of self-determination from its programme.
In actuality, the concrete situation had long shown that the demand for secession was never an issue, in the way the national question in India emerged. The bourgeoisie, from the beginning being of an all-India nature and there being no oppressor nation, when the bourgeoisie inspired freedom movement became powerful no national group did or could feel the historical urge or necessity to secede, notwithstanding Pakistan. In fact, one can look at the Indian independence movement or Indian nationalism representing the interests of the multi-national society as a supra-nationality phenomenon. It was so in the sense that it articulated the organically related common needs of a large majority of people belonging to all the national groups in India. We can speak of it in this way in the sense that the unification of India in a vital economic sense, quite apart from the politico-administrative unification, had been an evolving feature that deepened with time. The restricted political platform for constitutional agitation, erected in the shape of Indian National Congress, reflected, in part, the underlying fact of this growing unity, as well as became instrumental in its furtherance. Much later, when, under Gandhi's leadership it acquired a mass character, it did so by aggregating the interests of all the classes and by involving the main spokesmen of the different national groups. More than anything else, the long drawn out mass movements forged and strengthened Indian unity at the grass-roots by providing common, concrete aspirations to the Indian people. What took shape was a common reference world for ordinary people representing both their contemporary concerns and the traditionally inherited notion about India and its culture. While it represented a consensus, it was much more than a mere consensus. One can talk of the unity, forged through mass movements, as more than a consensus, because a consensus can be an outcome of elite understandings even in the absence of mass involvement and understanding or may continue to exist due to mass ignorance or apathy about the issues involved or due to absence of organisation, etc. Anti-imperialism and the struggle for political independence provided the basis for the common struggles and active cooperation of the masses and the ruling classes that did cut across the nationality barriers; a short-term congruence of interests in which the initiative always remained with the ruling classes.
In the growth of this multi-national unity, if the structural pre-requisite was the all-India market and the pan-Indian bourgeoisie, the active lead was provided by the new strata that emerged out of the English system of education; itself geared to the over-arching interests of the colonial system. It was this "class", comprised of salaried strata and professional groups, that became the spokesman of the all-India national-movement as well as of the various rival forms of national consciousness. Apart from the bourgeoisie, this was the only group which in its outlook and perspective transcended the bounds of nationalities, yet was firmly rooted through a variety of ties to the indigenous society. It was not purely oriented to the future but also always appealed to the traditional sentiments of people and played upon the vague inherited sentiments of being Indian. This in no small measure contributed to the popular sentiments of unity. There was no necessary coincidence of interests between the two—the bourgeoisie and the middle classes—all along the spectrum of interests; in fact, the divergences were pronounced on many important issues. But the articulation of historical tendencies and popular urges showed a marked similarity at critical points. There was no fundamental change in this relationship at different phases of the struggle against colonial bondage even when the peasantry was actively involved. It is in this specific sense of complementarities that one can characterise the national movement as bourgeois and not in the sense of its leaders being agents of the bourgeoisie. This also partly explains the ease with which the middle classes could maintain their effective command of the mass movements.

Yet, this in itself, does not make Indian nationalism, or, for that matter, third world nationalisms, unique as has been made out in some writings. For example, Barun De argues that Indian nationalism had much less to do with the intentions or role of capitalist classes but was rather a product of anti-colonialism, in which the shattered ambitions of middle classes were the motive forces. To talk of it as determined by capitalism or bourgeoisie is a case of, according to him, "over-determination". With a different emphasis and perspective, Bharranjan Ray also takes the position that although European nationalisms were a product of the bourgeoisie, nationalism in India was due to the
penetration of British political authority and colonial economy and not of the bourgeoisie as in western Europe. Common to both, from different intellectual perspectives, is the view that it was more an independent response of the "middle classes" or "professional elite" which gave birth to the ideology of nationalism. Baron De, in a significant passage, says that the "egalitarian agitations" of the middle classes "turned into national movements or freedom struggles, or socialist liberation movements against the colonial order of international capitalist inequality, while imperialism could only create subordinate elites, colonialism dialectically spawned a subaltern middle class intelligentsia, whose ideology was forced by rude shocks to its innocence into anti-colonial nationalism." 

Looking at or emphasizing the role of the middle classes in any historical process by counterposing it to bourgeoisie when capitalist development is a historical tendency or to the main social classes in the social process of production is theoretically untenable and empirically inadequate. The contention is untenable because it erases the differences between the social content and the subsequent historical direction of these movements, which was already clear at that time itself. Expressed in terms of the rude shocks to its innocence it makes matters of state power later a totally volitional matter. It cannot explain why all "socialist liberation movements" after victory moved in the direction of abolition of private property in the means of production, and why most other "freedom struggles" tried to establish or encourage capitalist development even if it meant naked repression of people in the interests of the ruling classes. It is untenable because it destroys all criteria of distinctions. In a way, it is an overriding assertion and cannot, as it stands, become an argument. The inadequacy of the formulation seems to lie in the fact that it equates the energies and forces that make up the mass movements with those who stand in the front and articulate. In all the third world countries it has been the modern literate groups who generally took the lead. They are not only the product of the third world's incorporation in to
the world capitalist system and the initial forced development of capitalism there but also of a strata largely assimilated to the bourgeois world through their outlook and aspirations. They were in a sense the perfect example of what Marx called the political and literary representatives of the class. Their historical role in India, notwithstanding all the variations imposed by the specificities of the context, was not dissimilar to that of middle classes elsewhere in the third world depending upon the epoch that we examine. In spite of being more numerous and relatively stable in India they never became strong enough to be treated as an independent class. Occupying positions mostly in the tertiary sector they were also dependent on classes related directly to the process of social production. It could not be otherwise in the political sphere too. Their political strength was their ability to win over or detach the main social classes from the given configurations of power.

Within these limitations, they became, on the one hand, the torch bearers of their cultures and champions of the awakening of different nationalities wherever and, on the other, given the peculiarities of the Indian development, the main spokesmen of the trans-or supra-nationality Indian freedom struggle. During this phase the contradictions between these two aspects did not, or could not, become significant as they did later after independence. The specific determination was provided by, mediated in different regions by a variety of factors, the strength of the Indian bourgeoisie whose area of operation was the multinational Indian market. It was in the structure of occupations and opportunities created by this that the middle classes moved - in terms of their hopes, aspirations and inhibitions as well as dissatisfactions and oppositions. Prior to independence their role was of a dual nature. They were the champions of their respective national culture whether in Tamil Nadu, Bengal, Maharashtra, Kerala, Gujarat etc. and were also the ones who could see and articulate the all-India connections and needs of these movements. Given the conjunction of historical factors there were no objective grounds to perceive any fundamental contradiction between the two. In view of the all-India connections the
anti-Colonial freedom movement naturally acquired a greater salience and therefore, the various national movements and the national question in general remained in the struggle for Indian independence. But this particular form of historical articulation does not warrant the conclusion that the ideology of Indian nationalism had little to do with the bourgeoisie or the capitalist transformation under way. Quite the contrary is the case. What it does indicate, however, is quite a different set of correlations of indigenous capitalist classes with other class forces in Indian society and with imperialism.

The ideology and the actual pattern of development of nationalism in India goes to prove, I would contend, the historical validity of the Leninist formulation on the national question. Here is what Lenin says:

"For the complete victory of commodity production, the bourgeoisie must capture the home market, and there must be politically united territories whose population speak a single language .... Therein is the economic foundation of national movements. Language is the most important means of human intercourse." 75

The key determinants here are commodity production and, for its needs, a (large) home market. And towards that a language community by providing a natural ground for national consolidation is taken hold of by the bourgeoisie. The language community, from the point of view of historical logic in the development of capitalist social formations, has been a contingent factor. At a particular point of historical time, what may be contingent in a long-term sense may become necessary in the short run. By this it cannot be treated as a necessary component of all historical developments.

When the home market is not a national market, as in the case of India, but a multi-national market the pan-Indian bourgeoisie is forced to skip the language issue in the orthodox sense; it acquires an altogether different connotation. The laws of the motion of capital in their impact on various nationally distinct regions and groups will have incredibly complex impacts and reactions. Their political manifestation vary widely at different points of
time. Before independence, they manifested different relationships between the supra-nationality Indian nationalism and the various regional movements of cultural awakening and national rejuvenation. After independence, these have assumed distinct modes of articulation around the demands for regional autonomy or struggle for separation from larger groups or demands for special protection of regions and groups, etc.

In the entire range of manifestations, the multi-national market as an expression of the continuing nature of capitalist development remains the determining factor and the control of the growing all-India market does not require the development of any Indian language in the way it was necessary in western Europe. The Pan-Indian bourgeoisie no longer needs to champion the cause of any Indian language; that is no local language any longer historically intervenes as a necessary condition. The growth and expansion of agency houses and the institution of sales and company representatives who are recruited from different regions coupled with the fact of simultaneous advertising in many languages can act as a sufficient basis for the process of buying and selling and for commercial intercourse. The free flow of commerce in the classical age of competitive capitalism based on small enterprises was dependent upon direct interpersonal communications and hence the importance of respective national languages for market consolidation. Monopoly Capitalism or imperialism no longer bound to national boundaries evolves its own sophisticated medium of impersonal communication; the scale of production necessitates this. Therefore, not language per se but particular languages as such have a different historical salience for the consolidation of market; i.e., in the changed physical potentialities of exchange state and other infra-structure for market have become more important than specific national languages. This is not very different when we look at the pan-Indian monopoly bourgeoisie in relation to the multi-national Indian market.
The need for the unification of communication exists largely at the apex and as far as the pan-Indian bourgeoisie is concerned this minimal requirement can be easily met by the English language. In this context, the democratic demand for regional languages is either opposed by the big bourgeoisie or at best is reluctantly conceded as was evident during the language agitations in the 1950's. In this context, sections of the big bourgeoisie may have a preference for one of the Indian languages for their minimum needs as and when the demand for the status of English gains ground and has to be conceded. From this to infer that it champions the cause of Hindi will be fallacious. The stand of the Indian state for an all-India link or "official" language is more due to the pressure of the largest language group in the country and not because of the needs of the big bourgeoisie. As such, on the language question the needs of the Indian state and the big bourgeoisie do not exactly coincide. It is reasonable to assert that the fight for regional languages and for the complete equality of these languages is a people's cause in no way directly related to the requirements of the bourgeoisie. In fact, the efforts to have a privileged position for specific languages in different regions and discriminations against national minorities seem to be backed up by the locally dominant groups including the regionally based non-big bourgeoisie groups. This also makes the struggle for equality of languages a part of the democratic struggle against exclusiveness and regional chauvinism.

All this shows that the causal chains between market and language and capitalist transformation and national question in countries like India are different from what they were in western Europe in the era of progressive capitalism. The changed nature of these causal relations also militates against the possibilities of the demand for self-determination becoming a general historical urge among the major national groups in India although there may be a weak basis for these here and there. The absence of oppressor-oppressed relationship among different national groups provides the best objective basis for carrying on the struggle for the multi-national unity of
India. There is no clear objective ground for raising the demand of national self-determination and treating a secessionist movement as necessarily a part of the democratic cause. Quite the contrary may also be the case, but the objective basis of unity does not preclude nor necessarily contradict the growth of regional movements.

It would be worthwhile here to take a closer look at the demands for state autonomy in the multi-national context of India. It is reasonable to assume that the struggle for and the eventual solution of the national question in India will partly centre around these. When the right for self-determination has no historical basis, autonomy in the multi-national states becomes, to reiterate Lenin's point, a "general universal principle of a democratic state." It therefore assumes an importance in restructuring the institutional basis of politics in India towards greater and more meaningful democracy; of course, within the limits imposed by a bourgeois landlord state.

Barring a few, most of the demands for state autonomy, in simple class terms, seem to be an outcome of contradictions between different sections of the ruling classes. The interests of the all-India big bourgeoisie and non-big bourgeoisie or landlords may not always coincide. The development of capitalism necessitates, as one of its conditions, the formation and consolidation of larger markets for commodity production. This necessity plus the other requirements of big capital demand growing centralisation. The centralisation of state power is in part a reflection of this law of centralisation inherent in the capitalist path of development. The centralisation of state power however generally proceeds faster than its economic counterpart, in underdeveloped, crisis-ridden capitalist economics as is revealed in the experience of most third world countries. India inspite of its democracy is no exception to this trend although here it has generally taken place in constitutional garb. Such a centralised state looks after the interests of the entire ruling classes - a class coalition in which one or the other class plays a leading
role by the very logic of the alliance situation. Evidence from the colonial phase of transformation shows, that it is the all-India big-bourgeoisie that has historically assumed such a role.

It may so happen at times that the non-big bourgeoisie may be objectively hampered by the operation of the laws of market which favour big bourgeoisie and thus impede the growth of locally placed non-big bourgeoisie groups. Or, it may also happen, particularly in situation of economic crises, that the state is unable to dole out concessions to the dominant landed interests or it may not be able to do so uniformly in all the states. This is likely to lead to conflicts of interests within the same ruling classes across the regions. In another way, certain in-built tendencies of capitalist development in India have, since independence, increased regional disparities than help overcome them. Areas which were agriculturally more developed before independence have experienced faster rates of growth in agricultural productivity compared to other regions. Prabhat Patnaik has shown how the loco-side development in the wake of “green-revolution” have led to region-wise disparities along with class-wise and crop-wise imbalances. The experience with industrial growth has also been similar. In spite of massive public sector investments, largely confined to “social overhead capital” and “basic industry”, the initiative has remained with the capitalist class or the “private sector”. In fact, it seems reasonable to argue that the Indian bourgeoisie is neither objectively capable of nor subjectively interested in overcoming regional disparities. The natural tendency of capital makes in move to areas that are more developed, provided saturation level has not been reached, where capital intensive industry becomes relatively less capital intensive as compared to backward regions. Under the impact of such laws of motion of the economic system there is the visible consequence of growing differences in the level of development between different distinctively demarcated national regions.
Under circumstances like these, the locally placed ruling class groups seek greater powers for themselves through the regional parties in power or in opposition so that these can be used to further their own interests when their interests are perceived as not being best served by the all India ruling class parties. This is one objective ground on which regional movements thrive and seek greater autonomy for the states.

Alternatively, the deepening economic crisis and the mounting mass discontent may so strengthen the left opposition parties in some states that they are in a position to give an electoral rebuff to the manipulations of the ruling classes. When such parties come to power or bid for power in certain states then the necessity of fighting for state autonomy arises out of very different class compulsions. The efforts of the left parties to struggle for democratic economy and democratic polity are obstructed by a centralised state. For the class preferences of the working class and the peasantry to meet with even partial success effective autonomy is a minimum necessary condition. This is the other objective ground on which movements for state autonomy have grown.

It follows from the above that the big bourgeoisie, being the leading partner in the class alliance that rules India and exercising its control and operating through the centre and its decision-making organs, will be extremely reluctant to concede greater powers to the states in any meaningful ways. The centralised state remains a prime necessity for its unhindered growth. It may be better able to meet the demands of the regionally placed ruling class parties by granting greater concessions like more funds, better distribution of budgetary allocations under plan heads, etc. The situation is complicated by the strength of the left parties in certain states of India where they happen to be in power. The very logic of the class preferences of the working classes and peasantry involve the use of state autonomy for undermining the material basis of power of the ruling classes.
The left-democratic concept of state autonomy therefore poses a challenge to the very structure of state power itself where the division of powers between the centre and the states is directly linked to the question of hegemony of different classes. Here lies one other reason for the resistance to the demands for state autonomy.

But in a crisis ridden situation, the monopoly capital may not be in a position to even meet the limited demands of the regionally placed ruling class groups. Moreover, in a situation of stagnation when all sections of capital cannot grow or expand with equal ease the non-big capital is under increasing attacks from monopoly capital. The organised pressure for more state protection and privileges for non-big capital may come from parties that are oppositional but function generally within unified-all-India-class-preferences. This demand and the tensions generated by such shifts in the relationship between the central government and the state movements led by Akali Dal or AIFF/MK or National Conference can form a complimentary objective condition for left-democratic parties.

One can here see how the question of state autonomy is linked to the national question in India. The conditions that facilitate the struggle for democratic economy and democratic polity are also the conditions that help the struggle for the equality of languages and provide the best opportunities for the development of the cultural level of the people. It is this tie which shows that any satisfactory solution of the national question is integrally tied up with the struggle against the dominance of monopoly capital and its allies. The faster the pace of democratisation of the economy the more rapid would be the development and consolidation of nationalities. The more the struggle for democracy weakens and the pace of democratisation slows down the greater will be the suspicions and bickering between and among different national groups and more the opportunities for the bourgeoisie to whip up chauvinism and exploit the genuine demands of people for its own reactionary ends.
In the Indian conditions where there are no historic grounds for secession, the demand for the right of self-determination makes no political sense. It can only be source for the reactionary and imperialist manipulations and of confusion for people. In the contrary, in such a situation, complete autonomy for all national groups within the Indian Union becomes a prime necessity for democracy, as is centralisation for big bourgeoisie, and to strengthen the grass-root basis of unity. Any uncritical repition of the demand may lead to misunderstanding and a misapplication of slogans as happened when the one serious challenge to Indian unity came in the shape of the communal demand for Pakistan. But to grasp this in the context of the national question in India we need to go into the agrarian situation without which communalism remains difficult to comprehend.

The agrarian question, given the particular nature of the capitalist development noted earlier, becomes and remains the crux of the democratic revolution in India. Without a correct understanding or handling of the agrarian question it is difficult either to clearly grasp or democratis the national question and without a radical solution of the agrarian problem it is not possible to expect any lasting solution of the national question. The persistence of semi-feudal relations of production in agriculture provides the social basis for the continuing hold of pre-capitalist ideologies among the rural population. The historic compromise between the emergent bourgeoisie in India with landlordism of a semi-feudal type was the ground for the caste-based development of new classes in rural India. New classes emerged from among the old traditional castes and the class dynamics took the form of inter-caste struggles in rural India. Prakash Varat has surveyed the emergence of this phenomenon with its implications for the national question in different region of India. Successive efforts at land reforms since 1950s have done little to wipe out pre-capitalist features from agriculture. This has left open the possibilities of the caste-based vertical mobilization in Indian society. Coupled with the importance of the religious factor in Indian society, conservative social mobilization has become a stable fact of political life in large parts of India.
With the heightened pace of capitalist developments since independence it is reasonable to assume that the local bourgeoisie, as distinct from the all-India big bourgeoisie, must have grown in number. It is reasonable to assume so because capitalist development which of necessity involves increasing centralisation of capital can also give rise to such intra-class differentiations. The pace and extent of such differentiation or its opposite tendency depends upon how exactly and whereform capitalism is developing, so also have the "middle classes" grown with the abnormal growth of the tertiary sectors, coupled with the fact of educational expansion through a top-heavy educational system the number of aspirants to middle class positions has gone up much more rapidly. It was in their interest to fight for linguistic states to secure control over local-regional markets and/or local administration. All these classes and strata could rely upon the local landlords for whom the question of local languages is generally important given their cultural pre-dispositions. so long as it suited their interests they involved the masses-peasants-in their fight for regional languages and the creation or consolidation of national-linguistic states. Mother tongue being important for common people for self-expression it evolved spontaneous response as well. The use of local languages being important also for the creative development of people, it was a democratic movement. The situation has changed with the formation of states. Now the ruling class groups use their power to frustrate the democratic aspirations of people as well as to exercise their hold over people to involve them in chauvinistic movements in their fight for "special privileges" vis-a-vis the all-India big bourgeoisie. The bourgeoisie landlord classes use the deep rooted and widespread hold of pre-capitalist ideologies and pre-modern sentiments of ordinary peasant masses to build up movements around caste, communal and regional-chauvinistic slogans. Movements like anti-reservation stir, forward vs. backward castes, sons-of-the-soil chauvinistic agitations like Shiv Sena etc., or even agitations based on vague historical memories of people like Telangana or Vidyarthi or Marathwada etc. are essentially built up by using the deepening discontent of people.
These are used as screens to hide the failure of the ruling classes where such slogans provide easily visible targets or scapegoats for the ruling classes to divert the anger and exasperation of the people. So long as semi-feudal relations prevail in agriculture they provide, on the one hand, a social basis for such ideologies to thrive on and, on the other, subject the peasant masses to the forces of economic dependence, political compulsions and pressures towards social conformity - ready-made tools for the ruling classes to keep people in bondage. Short of a revolutionary destruction of such social forms, the only force that can act as a brake upon these modes of political articulation is the ability of left forces to decisively intervene in the situation; but these factors in themselves represent the major obstacle on the growth of popular movements.

On the basis of the above link one can rightly emphasise the dependence of the capitalist classes on semi-feudal agriculture as of decisive political importance. For the bourgeoisie there is, first, the undoubted significance of landlords as allies for political hegemony through competitive policies, but even if competitive politics is given up there is no reason to believe that the bourgeoisie can push through with its bourgeois revolution in an authoritarian setting. Evidence from a large number of third world countries also shows that the capitalist classes have found themselves in a position of extremely cautious dealings with the dominant rural groups. Nothing in the situation suggests that India can provide the world with an exception. The capitalist classes have to be so cautious, as Bagchi neatly sums up, "since by the very nature of their development and their fear of the peasantry, and the proletariat of their own countries in the epoch of the socialist revolution, the capitalist classes of the Third World are on the adjust to the demands of the property-magnate in control of sectors characterised by pre-capitalist relations; the resistance of the latter against a rapid rate of transfer of resources to capitalist accumulation aggravates the difficulties of the capitalist classes of the Third World."
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The strength of this factor cannot be easily questioned. Growing contradictions between and the eventual split in the alliance of the ruling classes will automatically narrow down the social basis of support of the leading element—bourgeoisie—and thus will weaken its rule. Moreover, since the heightening of contradictions has the potentiality of throwing a section of the erstwhile allies on the side of popular movement the bourgeoisie is forced to compromise for the fear of revolutions. Therefore, historically, the only development that can put a brake on chauvinistic twists that peasant masses are prone to is the growth of left influence which can unleash their strength for democratic struggles and for social emancipation. Such a process having not yet materialised on a national scale a number of other sets of problems connected with the movements of people belonging to religious communities or tribal groups require specific attention. To reiterate the point, it becomes necessary to attend to these groups in the context of the socially and politically divisive consequences of the capitalist development in India and not just because these are distinct religious or tribal groups. I will look at the Muslim minority first.

The communal problem in the shape of Hindu-Muslim conflicts has remained as serious today as it was at the time of independence. The presence of large Muslim minorities within different national groups in India, especially the Hindi belt, has further complicated the national problem in India. The Muslim community, unlike religious groups, has inherited a peculiar store of historical memories and after the partition is a victim of an equally peculiar amalgam of fears and inhibitions and bravado; over and above these there is a strong sense of community solidarity historically determined and reinforced both by theology and politics.

It has historically worked as an impediment, as it does now, in the crystallization of national groups into distinct entities with a clear-cut identity of their own. The most obvious manifestation of this was in the pre-independence period when the Muslim presence in large numbers in different
national groups made it difficult to unify the peasant movements with the different national movements and to keep the supra-nationality Indian nationalism united all over northern India including Punjab and Bengal. The landlord dominated communal mobilizations in most of this region, grew into parallel movements of the Hindus and Muslims. Among the Muslims it developed separatist aspirations over time as well. What is interesting to note is that in spite of the general backwardness of regions where Muslims constituted an overwhelming majority like in Sindh, Baluchistan and North West Frontier Province (NWFP) there was never any popular involvement with the demand for Pakistan; in fact, in some parts of these areas the popular leadership of Muslim masses never reconciled to the idea of Pakistan even in 1947. In Bengal and Punjab, even though Muslims constituted a majority with concentrations in somewhat denarcated regions, the communal politics was, for a greater period of time, more in the nature of community oriented demands. It did not become communal separatism as in U.P. or Bihar till quite late in the day when it got fused with Muslim League politics and the demand for Pakistan.84

It is a well known historical fact to which reference has been made earlier that modern industry did not grow in Muslim majority areas and that they remained economically backward in spite of favourable factor endowment like in Punjab or Eastern Bengal. Yet, it was precisely in these areas that the movement for self-determination or secession either did not emerge or had weak popular sanction. What took shape as Muslim communal was, in spite of different specific roots in different regions like Bengal or Punjab, landlord led Muslim mobilizations (the plural needs emphasis) and only a regionally specific part of it became "separatist" and that too largely in areas where Muslims constituted minorities, however large.85 Landlord led mobilization was, however, not something unique to Muslims. It was a common feature of Indian politics then and has not become uncommon even now in most regions. What was certainly crucially different with this mobilization of Muslims in the pre-independence phase was the fact that Muslim landlordism could not be united with the all-India bourgeoisie as the rest of the landlord classes
could. It is this that was instrumental, more than anything else, in keeping the Muslim masses away from the all-India movement for independence. This assertion does not invalidate the presence of other contributory factors which reinforced this separate mobilization, e.g., one can mention their sense of under-representation in the tertiary sector, the ruination of handicraftsmen, the structural downward mobility of the community in northern India, etc. It was only in 1945 or later that the community oriented political formations like Prakash Praja Party or Unionist Party moved into the Muslim League. Even so, the demand for Pakistan did not become anything of a national movement; the demand had a weak popular basis in areas like N.W.P.F., Baluchistan, Sind even as late as the time of independence. So the demand for Pakistan had no basis to be treated as part of even a partial democratic solution of the national question in India.

But in the creation of Pakistan, as distinct from the politics that demanded Pakistan, ... aspects of nationality in N.W.P.F., Baluchistan and Sind got combined with the communal aspect in Bengal and Punjab and uncompromising separation of U.P., Bihar, etc. This dimension and its intricate expressions in the contemporary politics was unfortunately not clearly analysed by the Marxists and the Communist Party of India. What baffles one is that this happened in spite of a rich corpus of theory and class and national cues in the seminal writings of Lenin. The then prevailing confusions and misunderstandings and the historical evasion that it involved apart, it raises an important question: why did the demand for Pakistan meet with acceptance, however reluctantly, by the Congress led movement for Indian independence. The question is important for two reasons. First, the demand was conceded at a time when the Muslim-Hindu divide as expressed in the electoral and constitutional politics of limited franchise and elite manipulations was being contested by the massive displays of unity of Hindu-Muslim masses in popular agitations and at the level of "barricade" politics. Moreover, there is some evidence to suggest that at the time the Muslim League leadership including Jinnah were losing their grip over the situation.
why then the panic among the "nationalist" leadership of that time? This directly leads us into the second reason for asking the question. An investigation of this question, however suggestive at this stage, may provide us with interesting clues as to how the ruling classes treat problems of "national unity" when such unity seems to run counter to their interests. A clue of this type can then be of use in understanding the limitations of the contemporary role of the ruling classes in India in relation to the long-term secular tendencies among different national groups.

Partial evidence as well as the logic of the situation suggests to me that it was in the interest of the all-India big bourgeoisie to accept partition of the country. Three sets of circumstances and their possible political spin off seem to me to have been decisive in its acceptance of the demand for Pakistan. To put it briefly and a bit schematically, first, researches in history have provided ample evidence by now to show that there was a growing common perception and fear among the Indian bourgeoisie and imperialist-capitalist interests of the growing militancy and potential radicalisation of mass movements in India then. There could not have been more clear evidence of this than the naval revolt, the police strike, and the general strike of industrial workers and, more important, the spread of massive peasant movements under the Communist Party's leadership in Telengana, the Tehsango movement in Bengal, Travancore-Cochin, etc. and their mortal fear of more such developments over which the moderate leadership of the Congress Party had little or no control. Secondly, the violence, especially in Calcutta, in the wake of the direct action call given by Jinnah in 1946 and if this was the forerunner of things to come, then the bourgeoisie, primarily interested in market and profits, was rightly apprehensive and fearful of the loss of market and disruption of trade and commerce. Moreover, it is not unreasonable to assume that a climate of anarchy and violence provides, particularly in colonial situations, a more favourable atmosphere for radical movements to thrive on and expand. These two sets of circumstances were, or could be, the basis of short term fears and were sufficient grounds for the bourgeoisie to panic.
Along with these there was also a factor of long-term significance and this is the third set of circumstances. Here it is difficult to point to any concrete evidence but absence of evidence does not necessarily invalidate an argument; there is also the logic of the situation to go by. In the context of the landlords as the necessary allies of bourgeoisie for sustained mass support, it seems to me reasonable to deduce that the Indian bourgeoisie was doubtful of its ability to politically unify the Muslim masses under its leadership in the foreseeable future. The above assertion does not seem unreasonable given its failure to win over as allies the Muslim landed gentry and the stable fact of landlord led social and political mobilization in the Indian politics. If this line of reasoning has any validity that the Indian bourgeoisie was capable of somewhat long term calculations, however vaguely, then it is possible to say that it was genuinely apprehensive of exercising its hegemony or domination over state-power in independent India; at least, in stable way.

Here a clarification of sorts is in order: such an interpretation of bourgeois calculations or, rather realisation, can be advanced only on the plausible ground of bourgeoisie's awareness of the powerful hold on the peasant masses whether Muslims or Hindus of the emergent landlord classes within the rural society and hence of their importance for mass support. Moreover, the fact that at each stage of qualitative leap in the politics then the Muslim constitutional politics was getting more and more estranged from the mainstream anti-colonial struggle. This had been so all through after the honey-moon of Non-Cooperation-Thilafat phase. Periods of lull were always followed by political developments that widened the gap between the constitutional positions of Muslim leadership and the Indian National Congress. All these sets of circumstances together, provided the calculus of immediate fears and long-term prospects to its decision to accept partition as a historic necessity for its class rule - a necessity because other things being equal an undivided India certainly would have provided a larger market and source of
raw-materials. But, other things being not equal it was necessary to concede to the demand for Pakistan for sake of political hegemony. As an aside, stable social basis of class rule was necessary if its ambitions to become an independent capitalist class were to materialise in independent India. That it did not and could not is an altogether different question into which we need not go here; in any case, the logic of its development has been worked out in impeccable detail by Prabhat Patnaik. To come back to the point, in this limited and qualified sense one can talk of truncated independence as a grand compromise and not in the sense of sham as a number of ultra-left groups characterise it. Nevertheless, the compromise is indicative of the inherent limitations of the Indian ruling classes, especially of its leading element, the all-India big bourgeoisie, which force them to compromise with forces that may not be in the long-term national interests. This inherent tendency of the Indian bourgeoisie shows itself repeatedly after independence when it finds an objective complementarity with forces of social reaction to combat people’s power. Herein lies a factor of importance that undoubtedly complicates the national question in India. Thorough democratisation of the national question has to surmount this obstacle.

Therefore, partition and its aftermath did not lead to any lessening of communal tensions and strife. Quite the opposite happened: it left a trail of bloodshed and bitterness with long-term repercussions for Indian politics. Even today, more than three decades after independence, the secular tendencies are not strong enough to help overcome the communal virus. Both Muslim and Hindu communalisms and revivalist tendencies in the communities are as strong as ever with the result that the homogenisation of national groups on secular lines has not occurred. The national groups remain divided and fragmented on communal grounds. This is so in all the states of India where there are large Muslim concentrations; the differences across the states in the strength or otherwise of the communal division is dependent upon a variety of factors including the strength of left forces.
The situation while being complex and far from reassuring everywhere may have particularly serious potentialities in the Hindi belt, especially in western U.P. where the concentrations of Muslims are quite large in a contiguous area. In a portion of this area the concentration is so large that Muslims constitute more than a "national minority". There seem to me to be strong grounds to single out this area. In this region, a clear interlocking of factors, both of a historical nature and contemporary origin, seem to be taking place. There is first the persistence and heightening of Hindi-Urdu tussle along with growing divergence between the two languages in their vocabulary, literature, metaphors and similes. All this adds up to a considerable difference when scripts are also different. Moreover, the fact of gross discrimination against Urdu language cannot be denied. Urdu has become slowly over time, due to both political and economic reasons, and for all practical purposes, a language only of the Muslims; this notwithstanding pious declarations about its composite character. In practical terms, discrimination against and denial of equal status to Urdu is perceived as cultural discrimination against Muslims. All this adds up to subjectively perceived cultural oppression. Secondly, there is a deep-rooted feeling, bordering on conviction, among Muslims of being discriminated against in jobs and other employment facilities; not groundless in view of the government circulars that have come to light through disclosures in parliament in 1977-78 regarding debarring of Muslims from certain jobs. Similar complaints have been found to be not untrue about Muslim applicants seeking licenses and loans. All this coupled with the fact of historical backwardness of a large part of the community and, perhaps, some downward mobility are perceived as economic oppression. Thirdly, the fact remains undisputed that an overwhelming number of handicraftsmen in this region are Urdu speaking Muslims. There is scattered evidence which suggests that over the years there has been a revival of this kind of economic activity due to middle eastern trade as well as the interest of foreign tourists in e.g. brassware, etc. As a consequence of this increase in trade and commerce, it is conceivable, as preliminary investigations suggest, that a commercial bourgeoisie of sorts has emerged from among
the more enterprising elements among Muslims. It is also perhaps not groundless that this section of the bourgeoisie is getting into greater economic competition with the established traders who happen to be non-Muslims. Given the strength of the communal ties it seems that the Muslim traders have an easier access to the Muslim handicraftsmen and with their links with middle eastern trade have grown rather fast in business. If this evidence has any basis in fact then it is reasonable to infer that the bourgeoisie aspiration to grow and prosper has taken root among a section of the well-to-do Muslims. For an emergent bourgeoisie political unification of the community under its leadership provides a definite means of advancement. All this combines with the fact of the persistence of the hold of Muslim landlords over the Muslim masses. Here is, or can be, a potent combination of an emergent bourgeoisie in alliance with the traditional landed gentry playing up the oppression of Muslim masses to politically unify them under its leadership and using language, culture, economic discrimination and religious susceptibilities to weld the community on a competitive basis for furthering its own material interests. In this region of western U.P., given the interlocking of factors - Language, community, economy and politics - plus the historical memory of continuous riots since the 1920's, the possibility remains open of Muslims developing national aspirations. To clarify: it is not being suggested that Muslims per se constitute a nation or a united community which would be a repetition of the unscientific theory of two nations which has been duly buried by the unfolding of history. The argument is only limited to the fact that in certain regions where there is an interlocking of factors, in a given contiguous territory, that historically have been potent in giving a people a distinct national awareness oppression, persecution, and discrimination have, or can, create incipient tendencies towards that. Such a tendency obviously cannot operate in all regions, i.e., like Kerala or Bengal or Tamil Nadu where language and cultural distinctions are absent. In these areas it can only lead to communalism or community-oriented politics. But crystallisation towards nationality orientations has a basis in regions like western U.P.
Further crystallisation towards a separate nationality awareness of its opposite tendency of assimilation in the larger nationality groups will be dependent upon how persecution-oppression works or is successfully combated in terms of the openings available for radical emancipation or major changes taking place in the material conditions of the people of this region.

In the larger context of India, the persistence of socio-economic backwardness of Muslim masses, the continuing hold of landed gentry wherever it exists, and the influence of emerging bourgeois elements will keep the communal problem alive. Reinforcement to this is constantly provided by Hindu communalism led by RSS. What is more dangerous in an immediate way is the inability or half-heartedness of, and deliberate neglect by, the state power to stop and control the riots which represent blatant attacks on the life and livelihood of common people. RSS and other forces of obscurantist militancy do seem to have had a hand in riots but what is more ominous is the growing complementarity of interests between the otherwise secular sections of the ruling classes and the obscurantist forces in the persistence of communal (as also caste) riots. The objective complementarity is precisely due to the fact that if riots help the Muslim and Hindu sectarianism to grow they also divide the toiling people on communal lines. Communal divisions hamper the growth of radical possibilities and weaken chances of the people seizing the political initiative. Such divisions do not matter to the so-called secular elements among the ruling classes so long as their political leadership succeeds in aggregating the Muslim and Hindu sectarianism for purposes of political power. In the latest political sociology of riots one can discern an interesting pattern. If one coercive instrumentality of the state power indulges in killings—Moradabad—or if it deliberately neglects it—Bihar Sharif, etc.—then another coercive instrumentality of the same state power moves in to check it and bring it under control and reassures the victims of riots. The net result for the ruling classes is the paradox: come true; we will have the cake and eat it too. The problem therefore is not just obscurantism and revivalism per se, but the complicity of the ruling classes as well. The complicity is not merely one of passively allowing the persistence
of the socio-economic roots of communalism but also of active compromise, like at the time of partition or now as at the time of riots, with such forces for the sake of its material interests. Over and above everything else, the communal riots in India weaken and put a brake on the long-term secular tendency towards the regionalisation of Muslim masses. Instead, they have given rise to, I suspect, a creeping pan-Indian feeling of being Muslim among the masses. Such processes of separate crystallisation, incipient and halting in case of Muslims, may have a stronger basis in the tribal belts today. In these areas, territorial contiguity of people and their cultural dissimilarity and linguistic differentiations get combined with a distinctive impact of modern capitalist forces. Due to this, the tribal belts today represent a much more direct aspect of the national question.

Some of the tribes in India have had a more definite and historically determined mode of existence than Muslims in general. They were also least disturbed during British rule and the subsequent development of capitalism. After early rebellions, British Administration took special care to treat them as protected areas and they were allowed to maintain separate institutions and laws nearer to their own traditions and ethos. In spite of the protective laws the tribes could not be kept totally immune both from the impact of the developments of market forces and money commodity relations and the inroads of British administration, modern communications - roads, railways, post and telegraph - , some educational expansion, etc. The impact was delayed and slower but nevertheless it slowly incorporated the tribal economies into the market forces and administrative networks and continues ever since then giving rise to new social forces in the tribal society. Three major influences have been noted; first, the breakdown of the communal mode of production; secondly, limited development of commodity production especially through forest products like lac, timber, etc.; and thirdly, the entry of merchants and moneylenders and the consequent intensification of exploitation. Land grabbing by the process of alienation through money-lending went hand in hand
throughout the period and continues now,\textsuperscript{92} with the "restricted transfer of land from tribals to non-tribals" and between the tribals themselves like the chiefs and the upper stratum there "grow up a rich stratum" within the tribal society.\textsuperscript{93} Hardly any section of the tribals except some few at the top gained anything out of this development. Even in tribal regions rich in natural resources, like the Jharkhand region, where considerable industrialisation has occurred, tribals have hardly been the beneficiaries;\textsuperscript{94} they failed even to gain entry into working class except as lowly paid unskilled workers. In fact, the data suggest a situation of continuous pauperisation without even the marginal effects at lower levels of entry into working classes etc. as in other non-tribal regions where modern industry grow. It is a fact that in new industries, including the ones in public sector, the proportion of blue and white collar workers has increased in relation to the unskilled categories. This means that the employment prospects are bleaker among the less educated social groups including tribals. The cumulative effect of all these developments was a disturbance of the internal harmony or rhythm of tribal life and a deep-rooted suspicion of outsiders and the modern networks. Unlike in other regions, the absence of even a numerous indigenous middle class - the spokesmen and beneficiaries of capitalism - worked as an impediment on the slow integration of these areas with the rest of the society. It is only in the case of "tribals" both in the bordering regions as well as in the interior of the country that one discerns all the distinguishing features of an oppressed nationality without there being any oppressor nationality.

Relative isolation, intense exploitation and a sense of deliberate neglect and discrimination coupled with a different mode of existence has put in motion a tendency towards the crystallisation of feeling, among them, of a group with distinct national composition. Rise of tribal movements among these people have helped them to come closer and many sub-tribes are in the process of assimilation into distinct overarching tribal identities. Evidence from Jharkhand seems to point to such a process.\textsuperscript{95} Attempts are also being made to develop a distinct language or languages.\textsuperscript{96} Through a different
configuration of circumstances and historical events a similar process has been occurring among tribes of North-Eastern India and the political content of this struggle, as well as its handling by state power in India has generated, to borrow a term, a "parallel nationalism" among some of these tribal groups.

Capitalism, in alliance with rural vested interests, is bound to intensify exploitation and along with it the sense of persecution and oppression. Situations of this sort provide an opportunity to the newly arisen bourgeoisie or the educated strata with bourgeois aspirations from among the indigenous groups of these ethnic communities to unite the people under their leadership to wrest concessions for themselves. Bourgeoisie, or bourgeoisie elements from among the emergent groups with its allies, either captures the cultural movement of the people or builds them up by involving the people, and diverts them into directions which pits them against people of another nationality. By such tactics the sense of oppression among the people is heightened, but the source of oppression remains disguised. Nevertheless an objective basis for the consolidation of people as different from others is created. Oppression, and the sense of it, welds people together and separates them from others. Lenin's observation on certain similar situations is relevant here: that "oppression welded people together and "separated" them from others." A moribund capitalism accentuates differences and is incapable of amalgamating differences in a natural process. Such was the case in the period of progressive capitalism in Europe. This process of amalgamation of pre-existing groups with national features into larger nations led Engels to refer to them as non-historic or non-viable nations. Engels was referring to a tendency of the expansive capitalism that was breaking down national barriers represented by small national groups some of which were being assimilated through a natural process into the great, and what became the viable European nations. Unfortunately, this has led some writers like Michael Lowy to question the very terms Engels had employed as "un-Marxist" on the ground that these are metaphysical. Unfortunately because the reason that seem to have led Lowy to do so is based on careless analysis. His logic too seem to be only about semantics and therefore not historical.
This is due to looking at the language describing a process as language concerned with concepts with definite meanings once-for-all. Engels was looking at a process whereby groups with national characteristics were being amalgamated into other groups with related national features within which new and massive productive forces had been released. This was the process whereby the historic (de-facto) nations of Europe were created. To analytically grasp this process Engels employed a language out of the existing vocabulary and terms to call those "nations" that got established as historic and those that disappeared as "non-historic". The process was still on and therefore Engels prognosticated about certain other nations that may similarly disappear in view of the ongoing capitalist process of expansion which was amalgamating people in terms of their natural sympathies and language. Lowy, I find, reduces and transforms the descriptive language of Engels into that of definite concepts as in logic or model building. Hence the inaccuracy of Engel's predictions where they concerned the specific nations, of which an unnecessary lot has been made by Lowy, which did not disappear from history but crystallised into separate stable entities does not point to any fallacy in the method employed by Engels. It is only indicative of the indeterminacy of any socio-political process in the short run.

Today because of the retarded and politically divisive nature of capitalism in the third world countries a similar process cannot operate on its own force, unless and until left forces as agents of history can decisively intervene. On the contrary, the tendency would be for these groups referred to by Engels as non-historic to crystallise into separate distinct national groups and to demand separation from the original national groups within which they have an unstable existence. It is important here to recall Stalin who remarked that in the event of major developments "in India scores of hitherto unknown nationalities, each with its own language and its own district culture, will emerge on the scene." The tendency in areas where tribal concentrations exist in contiguous regions will be one of separate
crystallisation of these hitherto ethnic groups. So long as the left movement is weak in these areas, the tendency also may be one of chauvinistic articulations and as Lenin so clearly foresaw, "opportunism in the national question will of course find expression among oppressed nations otherwise than among oppressor nations." But chauvinism in itself cannot be a ground to deny the "historical legitimacy" of such movements even when one has to politically combat them. It only provides grounds to oppose such movements and the ground is as sound as the one when the left opposes mass movements with fascist trappings. It is also important here not to get caught in questions of whether the people behind these movements are already crystallised into nations or not in terms of the rigid criteria of what constitutes nations, but it will be useful politically to treat them as part of what constitutes our national question. Such a position has its pitfalls too. It is never easy to know beforehand all the possible relations between the struggles of toiling masses and the forms that the national urges of such people take, caught as they are in the whirlpools of capitalist upheaval. It is only in the sphere of political activity that one can hope to get clues to overcome such difficulties.

VI

To conclude: this paper has been more in the nature of an exploratory exercise; both methodologically and in terms of substantive issues. There are a number of questions which have not been touched at all; viz., the separatist movements in regions like Telengana or similar stirrings in Marathwada or Vidharba, etc., or the question of national minorities in different national regions. Certain other issues have been dealt with very briefly and in a somewhat tentative manner; notably the communal and tribal questions where considerable empirical work as well as problem clarification is badly needed. What I have attempted to do is to see: (1) Why is the national question, at all, relevant today? and (2) How should one approach it?
As for the first question is concerned, the foregoing analysis has pointed to certain historical forces which lead to two inescapable conclusions. First, a self-perpetuating regional unevenness, both before and after independence, often indistinguishable with national boundaries provides a major clue to the more manifest national problems in India. By an extension of this logic, even within a state, when this unevenness coincides with a series of contiguous districts made up of distinct population compositions or with historically distinct regions it complicates the problem by giving rise to separatist aspirations or nationality claims. Here, in these backward regions, where the Bengal-Maharashtra pattern of development has not been gone through, it can be a peoples' upsurge for identity—possibly national identity. The diverse manifestations are caused by diverse sets of factors—interrelations and respective salience varying regionally. Nevertheless, the key question is: how does one unify these with a number of heterogenous democratic movements which are Pan-Indian in character? To come to the second point, it is important to look at it through capitalist transformations in the third world countries in this era of imperialism. Capitalism has become not only a moribund force all over, but in the third world it growth and expansion has also been marked by retardation and distortions. All this has radically altered the social implications of capitalist transformation. It has resulted in a perpetuation and aggravation of pre-existing social divisions in society along with the creation of new ones. By the fact of these, it does not any longer unify and amalgate people but divides them and generates separatist tendencies and aspirations. Concrete manifestations of this display a confusing variety and complexity of forms making analysis a really challenging task.

But all this is taking place in a situation relatively free of national domination or identifiable oppressor nations. Moreover, imperialism in crisis to maintain or strengthen its stranglehold over the third world tries to weaken and divide modern states and use them for reactionary ends. The divisive national urges of small nations today are in general not progressive. Without however renouncing self-determination in principle but treating it merely as
contingent, the basic task today should be to unify and strengthen the unity of diverse national and ethnic groups vis-a-vis imperialism and internal reactionary manipulations. The principle of national-state autonomy and decentralisation and devolution within autonomous units provide the basis to wage struggle to build and reinforce unity.

As far as the question concerning the approach is concerned, the nature of capitalist transformation seems to me to be the most important theoretical dimension for situating any discussion of this problem in the perspective of historical time. Its importance is considerable and its neglect may lead to serious problems of identification and specification. This is what makes it theoretical. The nature of capitalist incorporation and the subsequent content of developments in what has now become the third world has led to a situation where social forms have emerged before the maturity of the elements that constitute a social reality. Immaturity of elements — one or more — that constitute a social reality, for example a nation, can become the cause of controversies about the identification and naming of that reality qua reality. Concretely, in our case, on the continuum of national crystallisation, the language or culture or whatever else may not reach maturation before a people insist upon or force recognition as a nationality; other contingent factors being in favourable combination. To elucidate: the use of the term retarded capitalism points to an organic analogy — but, to caution, only as an analogy. Like in a living body, so here too, retarded growth ipso facto implies underdevelopment or absence of maturation of certain organs and/or elements of a system. This should mean, in other words, that in many cases today all that came to characterise a nation may not reach maturity or be present in their fullness. But, by the fact of this, any analytical refusal to recognise them as such will be a case of gross historical error.
within such a situation, variations in the indeterminacy of factors between regions or nations may be wide but variability (range of variations) is determinable. Therefore, even though identification as well as generalizations of empirical patterns may pose problems yet broad theoretical formulations may be possible; such that can facilitate understanding and guide research. But the theoretical formulations cannot be deduced from or predicated upon previously set meanings of terms or categories nor upon received, and some what ossified, ways of viewing reality. It seems to me imperative to confront afresh the social world of nations, nationalities and national crystallization in all the variations of their attributes in terms of the dialectical presuppositions of the Marxist method and the class and national cues available in the writings of Lenin. Within the range of my readings, I feel convinced that the writings of Lenin on this problem remain seminal.
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